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Controversy over Dharmakdya
in India and Tibet: A Reappraisal
of its Basis, Abhisamaydlamkdra Chapter 8

by John J. Makransky

I. Introduction
Approximately 1200 years ago a disagreement developed in India
over the description of complete enlightenment in Mahayana Buddhism. The disagreement focused on the Abhisamaydlamkdra (AA,
c. 4th-5th century C.E.), a commentary on the Prajndpdramitdsutras
ascribed by late Indian scholars to Maitreya.1 The AA's eighth and
last chapter explained thefinalresult of the Mahayana path, complete enlightenment (referred to as "phaladharmakdya ), in terms
of multiple buddha kdyas {buddha "bodies").2 But its verses, dense
with possible meaning, were very ambiguous. Arya Vimuktisena
(c. early 6th century) understood it to be teaching three kdyas,
while Haribhadra (late 8th century) thought it taught four. Ratnakarasanti (c. 1000) believed that their disagreement concerned not
just the wording of the AA, but the nature of dharmakdya in nonTantric Mahayana Buddhism as a whole. He sided with Arya
Vimuktisena, as did Abhayakaragupta (early 12th century). Later
in Tibet, the Sa-skya scholar Go-ram-pa bsod-nams seng-ge supported Arya Vimuktisena in asserting three kdyas, while dGe-lugspa scholars backed Haribhadra's assertion of four. Thus, if we
take Haribhadra as its initiator, the debate over the number of
kdyas has continued from the late 8th century to the present day,
having progressed from the Indian to the Tibetan branch of the
Indo-Tibetan Buddhist tradition. Yet most modern scholars, basing themselves on Haribhadra and his Tibetan followers, have
reported simply that the AA teaches four kdyas, as if they were
unaware of the controversy.3
45
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Any attempt to analyze the debate is complicated by the
fact that it has been a diachronic discussion rather than a synchronic one. It is not a discussion between two contemporaneous
scholars. Rather it has been an ongoing interchange conducted
over centuries, in which scholars of each period, attempting to
address the philosophical and religious problems of their own
time and place, have written responses to scholars of earlier
periods. Developments in religious thought since the last response forced reconsideration of old questions in the light of
new viewpoints. What was important to say about enlightenment, and what methods were used to analyze or describe it,
changed somewhat from age to age and culture to culture.
If the historical perspective is lost, it becomes impossible to
sort out what the whole debate has been about. One complicating
factor is the abhorrence of orthodox scholiasts to give the appearance of personal innovation. From the perspective of Buddhist traditionalists, the truths of Buddhism were realized by
buddhas and saints (such as Maitreya) and then revealed by them
in sacred scriptures. The commentator's job in explaining those
scriptures was not to innovate, but to explain the meanings
intended by their authors, since those meanings were truths
realized by those authors. At some stage within the Buddhist
tradition the AA was taken to be such a sacred scripture (hence
its ascription, by Haribhadra, to Maitreya). Each commentator
obeyed the unwritten rules of orthodoxy according to which the
only way to reformulate the tradition they received was to read
their reformulation into the texts they inherited. Scholars, like
other people, do not work in a vacuum. They are conditioned
by their historical and cultural context. Although commentators
made interpretations of the AA appropriate to their own times
and places, they always did so within the context of explicating
the original intentions of its author. Because of this, the debate
over the number of kdyas took on the appearance of a trivial
disagreement over the meaning of a few verses of one abstruse
text. Although Haribhadra's reinterpretation of AA 8 was innovative, it was within the rules of orthodoxy, because he read
his meaning into the received text.4
Therefore, the debate over the number of kdyas, examined
diachronically, resolves into a number of different stages of
discussion in which the issues at stake partially changed over
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time. Broadly speaking, I would describe those stages as follows:
the AA's 8th chapter represents an attempt, for the first time,
to homologize two semi-autonomous Mahayana descriptions of
enlightenment: a Prajndpdramitd (PP) sutra description and a
t\iree-kaya Yogacara sdstra description (this will be the subject
matter proper of this paper). Arya Vimuktisena's task was to
explicate the very dense verses of AA 8 in a form which exposed
its author's intention, while reiterating the Yogacara understanding of enlightenment as, in essence (svdbhdvikafi), an experience of the highest yogic realization, inconceivable to those who
have not realized it, beyond discursiveness, unconditioned, and
supramundane. Haribhadra, writing several centuries later, felt
compelled in his reading of AA 8 to conduct an analysis of the
kdyas along clear Madhyamaka lines, in a way which addressed
the conceptions of enlightenment which had developed since
Nagarjuna's time, clarifying the new categories of multiple kdyas
in a way consistent with the earlier Madhyamaka dialectic. Viewing enlightenment not only as an inconceivable yogic realization
but also as an object of logical analysis like any other object, he
used his interpretation of the AA to separate out contradictory
elements and assign them to their appropriate domains, resulting in four buddha kdyas. Later in Tibet, Sa-skya and dGe-lugs
scholars chose either Arya Vimuktisena's or Haribhadra's view,
depending on what implications for buddhology they saw in
their project of developing an all-inclusive systematic philosophy
out of the thousands of sutras and sdstras they had received from
India. Within that systematic project, the Tibetans perceived a
number of problems as inter-related: problems concerning the
two truths, the perfect knowledge of them (which is enlightenment), and the description of that knowledge as "embodied" in
buddha kdyas. T o analyze this 1200-year-old controversy, then,
requires that we study it in each of its historical stages/'
It is logical to begin such a study by analyzing the received
text upon which the debate explicitly centered at every stage,
i.e. the AA. This will require a fresh look at AA's 8's place in the
history of Mahayana thought. But even apart from the debate,
it is well worth a fresh reexamination, because at the time that
it was written, there was a tremendous diversity in the descriptions of buddhahood in Mahayana sutras and sdstras, reflecting
a diverse set of views which had developed in different milieus
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and textual traditions. When the AA's eighth chapter is examined
in relation to its textual antecedents and historical context, it
can shed light on the hermeneutic strategies used by early
Mahayana masters to homologize these diverse views. I believe
that the reason AA 8 has always been so difficult to interpret is
that its presentation of buddhahood is neither an independent
creation, nor a restatement of what was said in other treatises
of its time. Rather, it represents a synthesis of two different
ways to describe buddhahood: a Yogacara sastra way and a PP
sutra way. It functions like a grid to map a Yogacara model of
enlightenment onto the Prajndpdramitd sutras.*

II. The Heart of the Controversy: Abhisamayalamkara Chapter 8,
vss. 1—6
T h e controversy over the number of kdyas centers on the
first six verses of AA, chapter 8. Verse one describes a buddha's
svabhavikakaya, Intrinsic Body:
sarvdkdrdrfi viiuddhirp, ye dharmdfi prdptd nirdsravdfy/
svdbhdviko mune/} kdyas tesdrp, prakrti-laksariali// A A 8.1

The undefiled dharmas which have obtained purity in all
respects,
The Intrinsic Body of the Muni has their innate nature as
its characteristic.
Whatever this first verse means, all commentators agreed
that it teaches the first kaya of a buddha, the svabhavikakaya,
understood in some sense to be the innate nature of the "undefiled dharmas." T h e undefiled dharmas (nirdsrava- or anasravadharmdh) are a buddha's pure mental qualities, his gnoses (jfidna),
obtained through the complete realization of the Mahayana
path. Verses two through six list these undefiled dharmas, divided
into twenty-one types, and then relate them to the word "dharmakdya":
bodhipaksdpramdndni vimoksd anupurvcuiafyl
navdtmikd satndpattify kftsnayt dasavidhdtmakamll 8.2
abhibhvdyatandny asfa prakdrdni prabhedatafyl
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arand pranidhijndnam abhijndb pratisamvidahtll 8.3
sarvakaras catasro 'tha suddhayo va&ta daial
baldni data catvari vaisdradydny araksanamll 8.4
trividham smrtyupasthdnam tridhdsammosa-dharmatdl
vasandydh samudghdto mahati karund jane 11 8.5
dvenikd muner eva dharma ye 'stadaseritdb/
sarudkdrajnatd ceti dharmakdyo 'bhidhiyate 11 8.6
"The factors which foster enlightenment, the measureless
thoughts, the liberations, the nine meditative attainments,
the ten meditative totalities, the bases of overpowering divided into eight kinds, the meditative power blocking others'
passions, the knowledge resulting from resolve, the supernatural knowledges, the analytical knowledges, the four
total purities, the ten sovereignties, the ten powers, the four
forms of fearlessness, the three ways in which [a buddha]
has nothing to hide, the threefold mindful equanimity, the
nature of never forgetting, the complete destruction of
[negative] propensities, the great compassion for living
beings, the eighteen qualities unique to the Muni, and omniscient wisdom": thus is the dharmakdya denominated.
Arya Vimuktisena, author of the earliest commentary extant, understood all six verses to be teaching one kdya of the
buddha, which is first called "svdbhavikakdya," and later "dharmakdya" He read "dharmakdya" of verse 6 as a synonym for "svdbhavikakdya" of verse 1.' Over two centuries later, Haribhadra reinterpreted the verses, arguing that Arya Vimuktisena had been
mistaken in his understanding of these two key terms.
"svdbhavikakdya" of verse 1 and "dharmakdya" of verse 6 were
not synonyms, he said. They referred to two different aspects
of buddhahood: the first being the emptiness of the undefiled
dharmas, and the latter being the collection of those dharmas
themselves. 8
All commentators agreed that after the sixth verse, AA 8
taught two more kdyas: sdmbhogikakdya (Enjoyment Body) and
nairmawkakdya (Emanation Body). Therefore, the debate over
whether it teaches three or four kdyas, actually resolves into a
debate over whether its first six verses teach one kdya or two.
Three concepts found in these verses are at the very heart of
the controversy: 1. svdbhavikakdya, 2. dharmakdya, and 3. the
undefiled buddha dharmas (andsravadharmas). Any attempt to
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resolve this controversy requires us to go back into the history
of Buddhist thought and examine these concepts within textual
traditions antecendent to the AA.

HI. Sarvastivada Abhidharma
Traditionally, the mark of a Buddhist has always been his
or her going for refuge to the Three Jewels (triratna): the
Buddha, the Dharma and the Sarigha. Sarvastivada scholars
posed the question: Precisely what is the Buddha refuge? When
one takes refuge in the Buddha what is one taking refuge in?
T h e Abhidharmakosabhdsya gives a reply:
One who goes to the Buddha for refuge goes for refuge to
the asaiksa dharmas which make him a buddha; [the dharmas]
because of which the person is called "buddha"; [the dharmas]
by obtaining which he understands all, thereby becoming
a buddha. What are those dharmas? Ksayajndna, etc., together
with their attendants."
It goes on to say that one goes for refuge not to the Buddha's
physical body, referred to as his "rupakdya" but to the asaiksa
dharmas comprising his mind. T h e reason is that these dharmas
are undefiled (anasrava), while his body remains defiled even
after enlightenment.
On the same issue, the Sarvastivada Mahdvibhdsdsdstra says:
Some say that to take refuge in the Buddha is to take refuge
in the body constituted by the Tathagata's head, neck,
stomach, back, hands, and feet. It is explained, then, that
the body, born of the father and the mother, is [composed
of] defiled dharmas, and therefore not a source of refuge.
The refuge is the Buddha's asaiksa dharmas which comprise
enlightenment (bodhi), i.e. the dharmahdya.w
In these formulations, the Sarvastivadins identified the qualities which made a buddha a buddha, that is, his essence. They
identified this essence to be the undefiled qualities of his mind:
his anasrava (asaiksa) dharmas. And they called it the "dharmakdya" which could be translated in this context as the "Body of
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[Undefiled] Dharmas." It was the dharmakdya, a buddha's undefiled essence, as opposed to his rupakdya, his physical body,
which constituted the Buddha refuge.
It appears there were different traditions within Sarvastivada as to the identity of the dharmakdya's undefiled dharmas.
Vasubandhu notes that some scholars identify the Buddha refuge primarily with the eighteen dharmas exclusive to a buddha,
the so-called "dvenika dharmas" which coexist with his ksayajndna.u These are explained at length in the Kosabhdsya, where
they are identified as the ten powers (dasabala), four fearlessnesses (vaisdradya), three mindful equanimities {smrtyupasthdna),
and the great compassion (mahdkarund).Vi With these, other mental qualities, possessed by both buddhas and non-buddhas, are
described. ,s Together this collection constitutes close to the same
list of undefiled dharmas which is presented throughout the PP
sutras and in AA 8 vss. 2—6 quoted earlier.
Later, the Kosabhdsya uses the term "dharmakdya" in a new
way. It describes buddhahood as the "phalasampad" the "attainment of the fruit." In this context the term "dharmakdya" refers
to buddhahood in its entirety, not just to its undefiled mental
qualities. Vasubandhu explains that dharmakdya, meaning
phalasampad, includes four attainments: jndnasampad (gnosis attainment), prahdqasampad (riddance attainment), prabhdvasampad (power attainment), and rupakdyasampad (physical body
attainment). 14 This "dharmakdya phalasampad" of Sarvastivada
may be a precursor of the AA's "phala dharmakdya," which also
refers to buddhahood as a whole.

IV. Dharmakayaand Buddhadharmas in the Prajnaparamita Sutras
T h e full enlightenment of a buddha, samyaksambodhi, is not
treated at any length as a separate topic or chapter within the
PP sutras (except in the revised PP to be discussed later). In
fact, reference to "dharmakdya" and "rupakdya" in the PP sutras
is only very occasional. However, these sutras do refer to buddhahood indirectly, and often, when they present formulaic lists of
"all dharmas" (sarvadharmdfr). The "all dharmas" are understood
to comprise all phenomena in the universe, as described in
Abhidharma.^ Included among all phenomena, of course, are a
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buddha's undefiled dharmas (andsravadharmas), as they are listed
in AA 8. They are presented in extensive or abbreviated form
throughout the PP sutras. As the collection of buddha's mental
qualities, his asaiksadharmas, they constitute what the Sarvastivada Abhidharma referred to as his "dharmakdya." It is important to note, however, that unlike in the Abhidharma, nowhere
in the PP sutras is the collection of buddha's undefiled dharmas
in itself identified as being the "dharmakdya." T h e reason for
this probably lies in the difference between the ontologies of
the Abhidharma and the PP sutras.
T h e purpose of the Abhidharma was to negate the apparent
permanence, etc., of things by analytically finding the dharmas
which were their ultimate constituents. In contrast to this, the
purpose of the PP sutras was to negate the ultimacy of the
dharmas themselves, to deny their self-existence (svabhdva). Its
formulaic repetition of the dharma lists, which are drawn mainly
from Abhidharma, was done in order to deny the self-existence
of every one of the dharmas listed. The PP's analysis leading to
salvific insight (prajnd) does not find dharmas. It finds only their
emptiness of self-existence (svabhavasunyatd)™ This realization
is known as the "prajndpdramitd," the perfection of wisdom. It,
conjoined with the mind seeking enlightenment for the salvation
of all other beings (bodhicitta), is the very heart of the Mahayana
path, which when completed, issues in buddhahood.
Like the Abhidharma, the PP sutras identify the dharmakdya,
not the rupakdya (physical form), as that which really constitutes
a buddha, his essence. But they differ as to what that essence
is." In the Abhidharma it was the buddha's undefiled dharmas;
these were his dharmakdya. But nowhere in the PP sutras is the
dharmakdya directly identified with the undefiled dharmas. This
is because the highest attainment in the PP is not a collection
of dharmas, no matter how exalted, but rather the perfect realization of the emptiness of all dharmas. Since "dharmakdya" is one
of the words used to describe that highest attainment, its meaning in the PP sutras is quite different from its meaning in the
Abhidharma. In this regard, two observations should be made:
1. From the perspective of prajndpdramitd, the buddhadharmas,
along with all other dharmas, are not perceived. What is not
perceived by perfect wisdom cannot be taken as the very essence
of a buddha.lH 2. This means that unlike the Abhidharma, the PP
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sutras do not identify the buddha's dharmakaya with the collection
of buddhadharmas per se. They identify it instead with sunyatd,
the emptiness of all dharmas, and with prajndpdramitd, the realization of that emptiness. |y

V. Three Kayas in the Emerging Yogdcdra
In a number of early Mahay ana sutras, along with references
to the formless dharmakaya of the huddha, there are physical
descriptions of buddhas which go far beyond what is found in
the Pali canon. 20 Attempts have been made by scholars to trace
the historical development of these ideas in Buddhism prior to
the full-blown advent of the Mahayana. 21 Here I will just note
that certain sdstras seminal to a newly emerging Yogacara school
reformulated earlier tvto-kdya descriptions in order to accomodate these new forms. They presented a new theory of three
kayas: the svdbhdvikakdya, the sdmbhogikakdya, and the nairmdnikakdya. Here "sdmbhogikakdya" was the term for the exalted
tathdgatas of the Mahayana sutras, while "nairmdnikakdya" referred to a buddha's infinite emanations into the realms of living
beings." Both of these kayas were to be considered sub-categories
of the earlier, wider category: rupakdya. The svdbhdvikakdya corresponded broadly to what the Mahayana sutras called the
"dharmakdya." It will be the focus of what follows.
T h e earliest text known to formally introduce and explain
a distinct terminology of three kayas was the MSA, in its ninth
chapter, on enlightenment (bodhi). The MSA served as the basis
for extensive discussion of the three kayas in the Msg, which
often quotes it. These two texts with their commentaries seem
to constitute a core Yogacara literature upon which was based
discussion of three kayos in numerous other texts: the Kdyatrayasutra and Kdyatrayastotra, Kdyatraydvataraiastra, Ratnagotravibhdga, Buddhabhumivydkhydna, etc. Brief mention is also made
of three kayas in the DhDhV and in the MAVbhdsya (the AA, as
a special case, will be discussed below).2* The MSA and Msg were
authored in the formative period of the Yogacara school, the
former perhaps in the 3rd to 4th century, the latter in the late
4th century C.E.24 Together, these texts give us a good picture
of the intellectual milieu in which the three-kdya theory first
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appeared. They explain the three-kdya theory by demonstrating
its relation to other Yogacara models of enlightenment: dsrayapardvytti, dharmadhdtuvisuddhi, vimalatathata and nirvikalpajndna,
and dharmakdya. Here, 1 will only make a few points particularly
relevant to A A 8.
T o begin with, the MSA and its commentaries agree with
the PP sutras that while the undefiled dharmas are acknowledged
to be qualities of a buddha, they are not taken as his defining
quality or essence. MSA 9.4 says: "[Buddhahood] consists of
excellent qualities, but it is not defined by them." 25 Sthiramati's
commentary explains that buddhahood is obtained by accomplishing the various undefiled dharmas, etc., and when obtained, can be said to possess those qualities. But it is not defined
by them, because those qualities, as understood through conceptual construction (parikalpita), are not the nature of a buddha.
Buddhahood involves no such conceptual construction. 26
We are also reminded of the PP sutras when MSA 9.79 says
about enlightenment: "Those who see no attainment have the
supreme attainment." 27 Sthiramati comments: "At the buddha
stage there is the highest attainment. That is the not seeing of
the attainment of a sdmbhogikakdya, a nairmdnikakdya, the ten
powers, the four fearlessnesses, i.e., the not seeing of any of the
[buddha] dharmas. Why is that? Because it is the supreme attainment, the highest of all dharmas, the dharmakdya"28 T h e passages
which precede and follow this make clear that buddhahood,
although associated with a collection of undefiled dharmas and
form bodies, is not to be identified with them. It is identified
with the dharmakdya, explained here as non-conceptual gnosis
(nirvikalpajndna). In other places, it is explained as purified suchness [vimalatathata).29
We saw above that the Abhidharmakoia, in one verse, used
the term "dharmakdya" in a special sense, to designate the state
of buddhahood in its entirety. T h e term also carries this sense
in Yogacara texts, notably the Msg and the commentaries on
the MSA, where the dharmakdya is identified with a buddha's
dsrayaparavftti (the transformation of the basis).30 T h e concept
oV'dsrayapardvrtti" in Yogacara texts is a model for full enlightenment in which the basis of ordinary existence is transformed
into the full enlightenment of a buddha, through a process of
yogic realization. Different models of dsrayapardvrtti compete
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with each other in early Yogacara. Different models for the basis
(alayavijndna, samaldtathatd, samklesabkdgaparatantrasvabhdva, etc.)
are said to be transformed through yogic practice into different
corresponding models of enlightenment (dharmakdya, nirvihalpajndna and nirmaldtathatd, dharmadhdtuviiuddhi, etc.).51 But at the
stage of the literature at which the three kayos appear, all such
models are considered equivalent to each other. When the dharmakdya is identified as a buddha's asrayaparavrtti in the MSA, Msg
and related texts, it refers to the yogic attainment of full enlightenment, buddhahood as a whole. In this usage it carries
the same meaning as the term "phala-dharmakdya" of the AA
commentaries.
Now, when the earliest idstras known to teach three kayos
(MSA, Msg, RGV, AA) list them, the first is called "svdbhdvikakdya" MSA 9.60 bhdsya and Msg 10.1, 10.3 present what may
be the earliest Yogacara definition of svdbhdvikakdya. They define
it as being the dharmakdya, whose character is asrayaparavrtti. In
other words, they equate svdbhdvikakdya with dharmakdya in its
sense of buddhahood as a whole. But why, one might ask, do
we need another term for all of buddhahood? We already have
so many of these terms. T h e answer is that there is buddhahood
as it actually exists, i.e., as a buddha has realized it {svdbhdvikakdya)', buddhahood as drya bodhisatlvas perceive it (sdmbhogikakdya)\ and buddhahood as others perceive it (nairmdnikakdya).
A buddha has achieved only one buddhahood, the dharmakdya.
That kdya as it actually exists, as it is in its own nature (svdbhdvikab) is the "own-nature body," svdbhdvikakdyab; as experienced
by drya bodhisattvas, causing them to enjoy the dharma (sdmbhogikafi), is sdmbhogikakdya; and as experienced by others in its
emanated forms (nairmdnikah), is nairmdnikakdya. This is the explanation of the three kdya names given in MSA 9.60 bhdsya.''2
It is consistent with the way the terms are used throughout
Yogacara literature.™ T h e first kdya is the real one. It is what a
buddha actually is, formless, and known only to a buddha. The
other two kayos are how that kdya manifests in physical forms
to the unenlightened.^
Because within the early three kdya theory the svdbhdvikakdya
is understood to be buddhahood, i.e., to be the dharmakdya, as
it actually exists, the early commentaries began to substitute the
term "dharmakdya" for the term "svdbhdvikakdya" in the list of
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three kayos. In later literature, it gradually becomes the norm
to name the three kayos', "dharmakdya, sambhogakdya, nirmdnakdya."3b Thus the term "dharmakdya" possessed two closely related
meanings in Yogacara literature: dharmakdya meaning full enlightenment as a whole, and dharmakdya meaning the first of
three kdyas. And these two meanings were mediated by the term:
"svdbhdvikakdya."
Some of the points made here are particularly relevant to
the AA, and should be summarized: 1. In early Yogacara sdstras,
although buddhahood is conceptually understood to possess the
undefiled dharmas, it is not to be identified with them. It is more
properly identified as being the culmination of a process of
yogic realization which goes beyond conceptual construction,
understood as dsrayapardvftti, and referred to as "dharmakdya"
(also referred to as "dharmadhdtuvisuddhi" "andsravadhdtu," etc.).
2. T h e first of the three kayos, svdbhdvikakdya, is identified as
being the dharmakdya, buddhahood, as it actually exists; as it is
known only to a buddha. 3. It is therefore typical in Yogacara
literature to use the word "dharmakdya" with two closely related
meanings: dharmakdya meaning buddhahood as a whole, and
dharmakdya meaning the first of three buddha kdyas.

VI. Abhisamayalamkara Chapter 8's Relation to the Large Prajnaparamita Sutra
We must now look at AA chapter 8's relation to the PP
sutras. It is the Large PP sutra, especially in its 25,000 sloka version,
which served as the textual basis for the AA.™ Near the end of
one version of this sutra, the version referred to in modern
scholarship as the "revised Pancavimsatisdhasrikd Prajndpdramitd,"*1 there is a section which centers on the state of buddhahood, describing it in terms of more than two buddha kdyas.
Some important late Indian scholars, and all Tibetan scholars
I am aware of, quoted this section and understood it to be the
primary textual basis for the AA's teaching on the buddha kdyas
(AA 8 verses 1-33).SK Its passages are numbered "VIII. 1,"
"VIII.2," and "VIII.3" in Conze's editions of the sutra. In his
translation they read as follows39:
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VIII. 1 svdbhavikab kdyafi
Again, Subhuti, of those a\\-dharmas, which are like a dream,
which are nonentities, which have nonexistence for ownbeing, which are empty of own-marks, which are perfectly
pure through the knowledge of all modes, which are undefiled, the essential original nature, which has one mark only,
i.e. no mark, should be known as the Tathagata, the Arhat,
the fully Enlightened One. It is thus that the bodhisattva,
the great being, should train in perfect wisdom.
\jndndtmako dharmakdyafy]
Subhuti: What again, O Lord, are those undefiled aM-dharmas?
The Lord: T h e 37 wings of enlightenment, the holy unlimited, the eight emancipations, . . . the four perfect purities,
the ten perfections, the ten powers, the four grounds of
self-confidence, the three ways in which (the Tathagata)
has nothing to hide, the threefold mindful equanimity, the
nature which is never bewildered, the knowledge of all
modes, the knowledge of the paths, all-knowledge—these,
Subhuti, are the undefiled a\\-dharmas. It is thus, Subhuti,
that the bodhisattva, the great being, should train in the
perfection of wisdom.
VI11.2 sdmbhogikati kdyafi
Moreover, Subhuti, when he has trained in perfect wisdom,
when by the full attainment of just these dharmas he has
known full enlightenment, his body always and everywhere
adorned with the 32 marks of the superman and his 80
accessory characteristics, the Tathagata, the Arhat, the fully
Enlightened One, demonstrates to the bodhisattvas, the great
beings, the supreme dharma of the Mahay ana which brings
them unsurpassed delight and joy, happiness and ease. It
is thus that the bodhisattva, the great being, should train in
perfect wisdom.
VIII.3 nairmanikah kayah
Moreover, having trained in perfect wisdom, having,
through the full attainment of just these dharmas, known
full enlightenment, the Tathagata, Arhat, the fully enlightened Buddha, in the ten directions, in endless and
boundless world systems, during the whole of time, works
the weal of all beings by means of a multiform cloud of
transformation bodies. It is thus that the bodhisattva, the
great being, should train in perfect wisdom.
Late I n d i a n scholars (at least from the time of R a t n a k a r a -
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sand) and Tibetan scholars up to the present day have assumed
that AA 8 was commenting directly on these sutra passages. For
that reason they all understood it to be a straightforward exposition of the multiple kayos (either three or four) as they were
taught directly in the PP sutras.™
T h e bad news, for those who have relied on Tibetan commentaries for their understanding of the AA, is that this section
of the sutra did not exist at the time the AA was written. 41 There
is very strong evidence that passages VIII.l—VIII.3 were an
interpolation, added to the PP sutra long after the AA's composition. This means that AA 8 was commenting not on this section
but on a different section of the sutra, a section which, when
properly identified, can give us a better picture of the AA's
meaning.
What is the evidence of a late interpolation? Firstly, there
were three Chinese translations of the entire Pancavir(isatisdhasrika PP sutra: Moksala's (291 C.E.), Kumarajlva's (403 C.E.), and
Hsuan tsang's (659-663 C.E.). Passages VIII.1-VIII.3 are not
found in any of them.4V T o my knowledge they are not found
in any Chinese translation of any Large PP sutra. This means
that they were probably a late addition to the 25,000 PP sutra,
an addition not known to Chinese translators up to the seventh
century. Secondly, passages VIII.l—VIII.3 are not found in any
editions of the unrevised Large PP sutra extant in Sanskrit or
Tibetan, including the 100,000, 25,000 and 18,000 sloha versions. They are only found in one special version of the 25,000
PP, the revised edition, found in the Tibetan canon but never
translated into Chinese.41* Thirdly, and most importantly, Arya
Vimuktisena (early 6th century), who wrote the first AA commentary extant, tells us that the PP sutra of his time did not
contain the passages in question.
Within the eight chapters of the AA, there are seventy topics.
T h e last four topics are the subject of chapter 8. According to
Arya Vimuktisena, they are: svdbhdvikakdya, sdmbhogikakdya,
nairmdqikakdya, and nairmdnikakdyasya karma (the nairmdrj,ikakdya's activity in the world).44 T h e primary purpose of Arya
Vimuktisena's commentary is to align each topic of the AA to
its corresponding passage in the 25,000 PP sutra. He does this
by identifying the AA topic and then quoting or paraphrasing
its corresponding sutra passage. We know when he is quoting
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or paraphrasing the sutra, rather than giving his own explanation, by his use of one or more of the standard expressions
employed in Sanskrit to signal quotations: "yad aha . . . iti" ("as
[the sutra] said"), "yathd" ("as [said in sutra]"), "sutre" ("[as] in
the sutra"), or "i/i" (indicating a direct quote). 45 For all 66 topics
of the AA's first seven chapters, he invariably follows this procedure and methodically marks his references to the sutra. It is
significant, then, that he suddenly stops quoting the sutra when
introducing the first two topics of chapter 8, svabhavikakaya and
sambhogikakdya. There is no mark of reference to the sutra by
quote or paraphrase. He just presents his own explanations.
Then, upon introducing the third topic and fourth topics,
nairmdnikakdya and karma (activity), he resumes quoting the PP
sutra. However, his quotes are drawn not from passages VIII. 1VIII.3 presented above, but from the passages in the sutra which
immediately follow them (VIII.4-VIII.5 in Conze's numbering
system).
What does this mean? At the point where Arya Vimuktisena
completes his explanations of the svabhavikakaya and sambhogikakdya, he tells us. He says: "As for the teaching of these two
[kayos], they are taught in the section of the [PP] sutra which
teaches the nairmdriikakdya's activity, [in the section on] the
means of collecting disciples which is the giving of supramundane dharma. Therefore, they were not taught earlier." 46 He is
saying that the PP sutra does not contain any distinct sections
on svabhavikakaya and sambhogikakdya. He finds their textual basis
in the same place where he finds a textual basis for the
nairmdnikakdyas activity. And that is in a later portion of the
sutra (VIII.5), quite different from the passages we quoted above
(VIII.l—VIII.3) of which he was completely unaware. 47 This
means that passages VIII.l—VIII.3 were added to the PP sutra
some time after Arya Vimuktisena, which was obviously a significant time after the AA was composed.
Where did these interpolated sutra passages come from? If
Arya Vimuktisena's own introductory remarks on each of the
three kayos are compared to PP passages VIII.1-VIII.3, it is
quite clear that these passages were composed and inserted into
the sutra using Arya Vimuktisena's remarks as their basis. For
the reasons given above, we know that Arya Vimuktisena's introductory comments on svabhavikakaya and sambhogikakdya are his
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own, and are not paraphrases of PP VIII.l—VIH.S. We know,
in fact, that he had never heard of those passages. He also makes
autonomous comments about nairmdr^ikakdya, prior to quoting
its textual basis in PP VIII.4. Arya Vimuktisena's own introductory remarks on svabhavihahaya, sambhogikakdya, and nairmdrj.ihakdya are very similar in wording to PP VIII. 1, VIII.2, and VIII.3
respectively. Late Indian and Tibetan scholars, seeing the closeness between Arya Vimuktisena's remarks and PP VIII.l—
VIII.3, naturally assumed that he was paraphrasing the sutra.
But in fact the reverse was true. PP VIII.l—VIII.S were inserted
into the sutra as a paraphrase of Arya Vimuktisena!48
A careful reading of Arya Vimuktisena's commentary, then,
tells us three things: 1. Contrary to what late Indian and Tibetan
traditions believed, AA 8 was not based on PP passages VIII.l—
VIII.3. 2. These PP passages were a late interpolation. They
were written taking Arya Vimuktisena's AA 8 commentary as their
basis. 3. AA 8 was probably based on the section of the 25,000
PP sutra identified by Arya Vimuktisena, consisting of passages
VIII.4 and VIII.5 (which immediately follow the interpolated
passages VIII.1-VIII.3 in the revised PP).*9
What do PP passages VIII.4 and VIII.5 teach, upon which
AA 8 was actually based? Surprisingly, they do not center on
buddhahood, not even mentioning the buddha kayos or a buddha's
activity. Instead, their teaching concerns the four ways in which
bodhisattvas gather disciples (catvdri samgraha vastuni). The first
of these ways is the giving of gifts, which includes the giving of
material gifts and the gift of dharma. Within the gift of dharma
are all the practices and realizations of Buddhists and non-Buddhists, all the dharmas of the three vehicles, including the achievement of the undefiled buddha dharmas, 32 marks and 80 signs,
etc.50 Thus, the qualities of buddhahood are not even the focus
of the passage. They are merely included within a large inventory of realizations imparted by bodhisattvas. Numerous activities
to help beings are also mentioned in the passage. But they are
carried out not by a buddha, but by bodhisattvas, the buddha merely
observing them.51 Consistent with much of the rest of the PP
sutra, the passage focuses on the activities of bodhisattvas, who
work for living beings by engaging in the practice of prajndpdramitd conjoined with skill in means. Its mention of buddha qualities
is ancillary.
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If AA chapter 8 were based on the PP passages quoted
above, we might follow Tibetan scholars in concluding that AA
chapter 8 taught whatever number of kdyas those passages
taught. But it was not based on them. It was based on passages
which presented the same sort of list of buddha dharmas which
was to be found scattered throughout the PP sutras. In explicating them, AA 8 was just explicating the PP sutras' most common
way of referring to buddhahood. But at the same time, without
any clear basis in the PPsutra, it used the specific terms "svdbhdvikakdya" "sdmbhogikakdya," and "nairmdnikakdya" which it
plainly drew from Yogacara sources/'*

VIII. Conclusion
The author of AA, then, by explicating the PP'.s lists of
buddha qualities, was explaining the way the PP sutras generally
referred to buddhahood. And, at the same time, he was relating
this to the way Yogacara texts generally talked about buddhahood. What he sought to explain was not just the meaning of
a few short PP passages, but the relationship between the different ways buddhahood was generally described in two of the main
Mahayana textual traditions of his time, the PP sutras and the
Yogacara sdstras.
Up to his time, nobody had explicitly related the PP's buddhology to the increasingly popular Yogacara descriptions.
Were the PP and the Yogacara talking about the same state of
enlightenment, or not? Surely the author of the AA would want
to say that they were. But this would mean that what the PP
referred to in terms of "undefiled dharmas," "marks and signs,"
"dharmakdya" etc., must be the same thing that the Yogacaras
referred to in terms of "the three kdyas". The obvious question
would then be: how do the two descriptions correspond? Which
items in the PP descriptions correspond to each of the three
kdyas of Yogacara? This is the question the author of the AA
would have wanted to address. And this would mean that the
AA was indeed a three-kdya text, mapping Yogacara concepts
onto the PP sutra.
Given this background, let us pretend for a moment that
we were the AA's first commentator (with no commentaries to
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refer to). We analyze its 8th chapter, cognizant of the Yogacara
and PP traditions which were prevalent at the time of its composition." It is highly likely we would interpret it as follows:
T h e first of the three kdyas of Yogacara is called both "svdbhdvikakdya" and "dharmakdya". This is to be equated with the dharmakdya
of the PP sutras. It is often designated in the PP by listing the
names of the undeflled buddha dharmasy but it is not to be identified with them, since it is beyond such designations. T h e
sdmbhogikakdya of Yogacara corresponds to the buddha in the PP
sutra who is said to possess the 32 marks and 80 signs. And since
the nairmanikakdya of Yogacara must have some correspondence
in the PP, the limitless forms emanated by bodhisattvas in the
PP (section VIII.5) will have to be understood as emanations
of the buddha himself, their activity then, being his activity. As
for the title of the chapter, it is also called "dharmakdya," where
the term carries its second Yogacaran sense, meaning buddhahood as a whole. We should not be surprised, then, that this is
precisely the interpretation of AA 8 which was made by its first
great commentator, Arya Vimuktisena. 54 And it continued to
be the standard interpretation for several hundred years after
him.™
We conclude, then, that AA 8 was not newly presenting a
theory of four kayos, as many have claimed, but was instead
performing a task which was far more pressing at the time it
was written: to show, for the first time, the relation between PP
descriptions of enlightenment and Yogacara descriptions. According to this theory, the AA is teaching three hdyas. But it does
so idiosyncratically, because rather than explaining them within
a strict Yogacara context (as in MSA, Msg, etc.), it tries to show
how they are tacitly expressed in PP passages which make no
explicit mention of them. Here, I have formulated this theory
based upon AA chapter 8, its textual antecedents, its first commentators, and historical considerations. There is much more
evidence to support it in the Sanskrit of the AA and in other
texts of its period, but that will be the subject of another paper/" 5

NOTES
1. Haribhadra (c. 770-810 C.E.), to my knowledge, was the first to
ascribe the AA to Maitreya. He did so in his Aloha and Sphnfartha (Amano, p. 2).
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He claimed that Asariga and Vasubandhu wrote commentaries on the AA,
although these have never been found. If true, the AA was composed by the
4th century C.E. The first commentary extant in any language is Arya Vimuktisena's (c. early 6th century). If this was the first commentary, it would put
the AA's terminus ad quern in the 5th century.
2. T h e last verse of the AA names its final topic: "dharmakdyaphalam,"
"the resultant dharmakdya," meaning the state of buddhahood. In Arya Vimuktisena's AA Vrtti (Peking 5185, fol. 100-3-7) the AA's final chapter is
called: "chos kyi sku'i skabs bslab pa'i 'bras bu'i leu," "The Dharmakdya Section,
the Chapter on the Result of the Trainings" ("'bras bu" = "phalam"). In Haribhadra's Sphufdrtha (Amano, p. 262) the AA's final chapter is called "Dharmakdyabhisambodha" "Complete Enlightenment: the Dharmakdya."
In Indian commentaries on the AA (those by Arya Vimuktisena, Bhadanta
Vimuktisena, Dharmamitra, Ratnakara£anti, Abhayakaragupta), the word
"kdya" in "dharmakdya" is etymologized in one or more of three ways: kdya =
dsraya: support, basis {"dharmakdya" = the support of all excellent qualities,
dharmas)', kdya = iarira: body ("dharmakdya" = body of dharmatd); or kdya —
samcaya: collection or accumulation ("dharmakdya" = collection of excellent
qualities, dharmas). T h e term "kdya" in "rupakdya," in both pre-Mahayana and
Mahayana texts, has generally meant "sdrira," "body."
3. e.g. Conze,PPLt/.,p. 103; Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, p. 155; Poussin,
Siddhi, pp. 790-791; Obermiller, Analysis of the Abhisamaydlamkdra, pp. 11-12.
4. As far as we know, Haribhadra was the first to claim that the AA
taught four kayos.
5. T h e statements of this paragraph were made for the purpose of
providing the broader context into which the subject matter of this paper fits.
I am aware that these statements require a great deal of supporting evidence.
The purpose of this paper is to begin providing that evidence, starting first
with an analysis of the AA's textual antecedents. Evidence for my description
of each of the controversy's other historical stages will be taken up in future
papers.
6. One point should be made at the outset. Although the participants
in the debate always read their views into the AA, if our analysis finally decides
that the AA taught one kdya theory rather than the other, it does not comprise
a refutation of the other theory. It only establishes which theory the AA taught.
Even apart from the AA, both the ihree-kdya and four-kdya theories of enlightenment in non-tantric Mahayana Buddhism are quite supportable within
the tradition, based on other scriptures and on reason.
7. AbhisamaydlamkdravrUi, Pk 5185, Vol. 88, fols. 92-4-6-92-5-7.
Sanskrit for the first chapter of this text has been edited by C. Pensa. Up to
the present time, the rest of the text is available only in the Tibetan canon.
8. Sphufdrtha, Amano, pp. 268-270. Aloka, Wogihara, pp. 914-916.
9. Koiabhdsya, 4.32.
10. Mahdvibhdsa, 34.7. Poussin, L'Abhidharmakosa, ch. 6, p. 76.
11. Koiabhdsya 4.32, 7.28.
12. Ibid. 7.28.
13. Ibid. 7.28: arandsamddhi, pranidhijndna, the four pratisamvid, the six
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abhijnas, the four dhyanas, the four drupyasamdpattis, the four apramdnas, the
eight vimoksas, eight abhibhvayatanas, and the ten kr\sndyatanas. T h e 37 bodhipaksas are described in detail in chapter 6.
14. Ibid. 7.34.
15. For the list of sarvadharmdh, see Conze, Mahdprajndpdramitd Sutra,
fols. P 165-169, section 1.5; Conze, Large Sutra, pp. 120-123.
16. e.g. Atfadaia.: Conze, The Gilgit Manuscript of the AsfddaJasahdsrikaprajndpdramitd, fol. 276b, p. 35. Pancavim: Conze, Mahdprajndpdramitd y fol.
P. 524:
"tad bodhisattvo mahdsattvah prajndpdramitdydm caran dvayo sunyatayo sthitvd atyantaiunyatayarn anavardgrasunyatdydm ca sattvdndm dharmam deiayatil sunyam traidhdtukam eta[n] nasty atra rupam vd vedand vd samjnd vd samskdrd vd vijndnam
vd skandhd vd dhdtavo vd dyatandni vd apt tu khalu sarva ete dharmd avastukd
abhdvasvabhdvds . . ." "Thus the Bodhisattva, Mahasattva, engaging in the perfection of insight, having stood in the two emptinesses: the boundless emptiness and the emptiness without beginning or end, teaches the dharma for
living beings. [He tells them:] 'Everything in the three realms is empty. Here
there is no form, feeling, perception, mental formations, or consciousness.
There are no skandhas, no elements, no sense fields . . . . Rather, all these
dharmas are unreal. Their self-existence is non-existent . . . ."' Note here and
in the notes which follow that where I do not name the translator into English,
the translation is mine.
17. By the word "essence" here, I mean the most important quality or
qualities of a thing, those qualities without which it would cease to be that
thing. T h e discussion here concerns the PP, which denies the self-existence
of all phenomena. Therefore, when I say "essence" I do not mean any kind
of self-existent or independent nature. I mean that which makes a buddha a
buddha.
18. e.g. Pancavinrfati: Conze, Mahdprajndpdramita, fol. P 78:
"yena prajndcaksusd samanvdgato bodhisattvo mahdsattvo na kamcid dharmam
prajdndti samskritam vd asarnskritam vd kusalam vd akusalam vd savadyam vd
anavadyam vd sdsravam vd andsravam vd samklesam vd nihklesam vd laukikam vd
lokottaram vd samklis(am vd vyavaddnam vd. yena prajndcaksusd bodhisattvena mahdsattvena kaicid dharmo na dris{o na iruto na mato na vijndiah. idam bodhisaUvasya
mahdsaUvasya parisuddham prajnd caksuh." Translated in Conze, Large Sutra,
p. 77: "A bodhisattva who is endowed with that wisdom eye does not know any
dharma—be it conditioned or unconditioned, wholesome or unwholesome,
faulty or faultless, with or without outflows, defiled or undefiled, worldly or
supramundane. With that wisdom eye he does not see any dharma, or hear,
know, or discern one. This is the perfectly pure wisdom eye of a bodhisattva."
19. Astasdhasrikd PP fol. 94:
"sacet kausika ayam te jambudvipah paripurnas cudikd baddhas lathdgatasarirdndm diyetal iyam ca prajndpdramttd likhitvopandmyetal lata ekaterena bhdgena
pravdryamdno 'nayor dvayor bhdgayoh sthdpitayoh katamam Warn kauiika bhdgam
grhniydh/l sakra aha I sacen me bhagavann ayam jambudvipah paripurnas' cudikd
baddhas tathagatasarirdndm diyeta I iyam ca prajndpdramitd likhilvopandmyeta I lata
ekatarena bhdgena pravdryamdno 'nayor dvayor bhdgayoh sthdpitayor imam evdham
bhagavanprajndpdramitdmparigrhniydm// tat kasya hetoh I yathd 'pi ndma tathdgata
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netri citrikdrena I etad dhi tathdgatdndm bhutdrthikam sariramll tat kasya hetohl
uktam hy etad bhagavata dharmakdyd buddhd bhagavantahl ma khalu punar imam
bhiksavahi satkdyam kdyarfi manyadhvaml dharmakdyaparinispattito maty bhiksavo
draksyathaisa ca tathdgatakdyo bhutakofi prabhdvito drasiflvyo yad uta prayndparamiia/r
"Bhagavan: If, KauSika, on the one hand you were given this world filled up
to the top with relics of the tathagatas; and if, on the other hand, you could
share in a written copy of this perfection of wisdom; and if now you had to
choose between the two, which one would you take? &akra: 1 would take just
this perfection of wisdom [prajndpdramitd]. Because of my respect for [it as]
the guide of the tathagatas. Because in actuality it is the body of the tathagatas.
As the Bhagavan has said: 'The dharmakdyas are the buddhas, the bhagavans.
But, monks, you should not think that this [physical] body is my true body.
Monks, you will see me from the perfection of the dharmakdya. And this
tathdgatakdya should be seen as brought about by the true limit, i.e. by the
perfection of wisdom.'"
Asfasdhasrikd PP, fols. 512-514:
"evam ukte dharmodgalo bodhisattvo mahdsattvah saddpraruditam bodhisattvam
mahdsallvam etad avocatl na khalu kulaptUra tathdgatah kutas'cid dgacchanti vd
gacchanti vd I acalitd hi tathatd yd ca tathatd sa tathdgatah I na hi kula putrdnutpdda
dgacchati vd gacchati vd yai cdnutpddah sa tathdgatah I na hi kulaputra bhutakotyd
dgamanam vd gamanam vd prajndyateyd ca bhutakotih sa tathdgatah I na hi kulaputra
sunyatdyd dgamanam vd gamanam vd prajndyate yd ca sunyatd sa tathdgatah I. . . na
hi kulaputrdnyatrebhyo dharmebhyas tathdgatah yd ca kulaputraisam eva dharmandm
tathatd yd ca sarvadharmatathatd yd ca tathdgatatathatd ekaivaisd tathatd I ndsti kulaputra tathatdyd dvaidhikdrah ekaivaisd tathatd kulaputra tathatd na dve na tbro
ganandvyativrta kulaputra tathatd yad utasattvdtl. . . dharmodgata aha I evam etat
kulaputraivam etat I evam eva kulaputra ye kecit tathdgatarupena vd ghosena vd
'bhinivistds te tathdgatasy' dgamanam ca gamanam ca kalpayantil. . . same te bdlajdtiyd dusprajnajdtiyd iti vaktavydhl tadyatha 'pi noma sa eva puruso yo 'nudake
udakasamjndm utpddayatil tat kasya hetohl na hi tathdgato rupakdyato dras{avyah
dharmakdyas tathdgatah I na ca kulaputra dharmatd dgacchati vd gacchati vd I evam
eva kulaputra ndsti tathdgatdndm dgamanam vd gamanam vdl . . . kulaputra sarvadharmdh svapnopamd uktd Bhagavata/ ye kecit kulaputra svapnopamdn sarva
dharmdms lathdgatena nirdeiitdn yathdbhutam na prajdnanti te tathdgatdn ndmakdyena vd rupakdyena vd abhinivisya tathdgatdnam dgamanam vd gamanam vd kalpayantil yathd 'pi noma dharmatdm aprajdnanto ye ca tathdgatdndm dgamanam vd
gamanam vd kalpayanti sarve te bdlajatlydh prthagjandh . . . I ye khalu punah kulaputra svapnopamdn sarvadharmdn svapnopamdh sarvadharmd iti lathdgatena deiitdn
yathdbhutam prajdnanti na te kasyacid dharmasy' dgamanam vd gamanam vd kalpayanti . . . te dharmatayd tathdgatam prajdnanti/...
ye ca taihagatasyedrixm dharmatdm prajdnanti te dsannd anuttardydh samyaksambodhes' caranti te ca prajndpdramitdydm caranti/" "Dharmodgata: Son of the family, tathagatas certainly do not
come from anywhere, nor do they go anywhere. For, indeed, suchness (tathatd)
is unmoving, and the Tathagata is suchness. Nor, son of the family, does
non-arising come or go; the Tathagata is non-arising. Nor is a coming or
going of the true limit (bhutakotih) known; the Tathagata is the true limit. Nor
is a coming of emptiness (Sunyatd) known; the Tathagata is emptiness . . . Nor,
son of the family, is the Tathagata other than the dharmas, for that which is
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the suchness of these dharmas, that which is the suchness of all dharmas, that
which is the suchness of the Tathagata, is just this one suchness. For suchness
has no division. This suchness is just one, son of the family. Suchness is not
two, not three. Suchness is beyond enumeration because it is not a being
(asattvdl).
[Dharmodgata gives a metaphor of a foolish man who mistakes a mirage
of water for actual water. He asks Sadaprarudita whether the mirage-water
has come from anywhere or goes anywhere. Sadaprarudita replies that, since
there is no water in the mirage, there is no coming or going of water, and
the man who believes there is water in the mirage is foolish.]
Dharmodgata: In just the same way, son of the family, those who have
adhered to the Tathagata through his form or his voice imagine a coming or
going of the Tathagata. They are to be called foolish and stupid, just like the
person who perceives water where there is no water. [This is] because the
Tathagata is not to be seen from his rupakdya. T h e dharmakdyas are the tathdgatas, and the real nature of things [dharmatd] does not come or go. Likewise,
there is no coming or going of the Tathagata. . . . The Bhagavan has said
that all dharmas are like a dream. And those who do not know all dharmas to
be like a dream as explained by the Tathagata, they adhere to the tathdgatas
through [their] name body [ndmakdya] or form body [rupakdya] and imagine
there is a coming or going of the tathdgatas.. . . But those who know all dharmas
to be like a dream as they really are, as explained by the Tathagata, they do
not imagine a coming or going of any dharma, . . . they know the Tathagata
by means of the real nature [dharmatd].. . . Those who know such a real nature
[dharmatd] of the Tathagata, they practice close to full enlightenment; they
practice the perfection of wisdom [prajndpdramitd]." (Portions of this passage
are very close to Vajracchedikd PP, vs. 26).
Pancavimsati: Conze, Mahdprajndpdramitd, fol. P 485b:
"subhutir aha bodhir ityucyate kasyaitad adhivacanaml bhagavan aha: bodhir
iti subhute iunyatdyd etad adhivacanam tathatdyd etad adhivacanam bhutakofer etad
adhivacanam dharmadhdlor etad adhivacanam. . . .1 apitukhalu subhutebuddhdnam
esd bhagavatam bodhis tasmdd bodhir ityucyate/ api tu khalu subhute buddhair esd
bhagavadbhir abhisambuddh&s tasmdd bodhir ityucyate/" "Subhuti: 'Enlightenment' is spoken of, Bhagavan. For what is that a designation? The Bhagavan:
'Enlightenment* is a designation for emptiness. It is a designation for thusness.
It is a designation for the true limit. It is a designation for the dharma-rea\m.
. . . Moreover, Subhuti, because the buddhas, the bhagavdns, have this enlightenment, it is called 'enlightenment.' Moreover, Subhuti, because it is realized by
the buddhas, the bhagavans, it is called 'enlightenment.'"
Note in these passages how enlightenment (bodhi, dharmakdya, tathagatakdya, etc.) is associated both with thusness, talhatd, and with the gnosis that
realizes it, prajndpdramitd.
The bases for this analysis are the descriptions of dharmakdya in versions
of the 8000, 18,000 and 25,000 PP sutras available in Sanskrit and Tibetan,
and closely related descriptions in the Vajracchedikd PP and the SaptaJatikd
PP. According to Professor Lewis Lancaster's studies of the development of
the 8000 PP sutras in Chinese translations, the accounts of dharmakdya I have
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given probably belong to the middle and late stages of the 8000 PP, whose
earliest Chinese translations were made in the early 5th and mid-7th centuries
(Rawlinson, pp. 16, 30). The Vajracchedikd PP was translated into Chinese at
the beginning of the 5th century (Conze, PP Literature, p. 60). Obviously,
these PP sutras had a significant period of development in India prior to their
translation in China. A very similar account of dharmakdya vs. rupakdya is found
in the Samadhirajasutra, whose terminus ad quern has been put in the 4th
century (Regamay, Three Chapters from Samadhirajasutra, pp. 11-12. But see
Schopen, "Notes on the Cult of the Book," pp. 153 ff. and "Sukhavati,"
p. 204 where he notes that available evidence has pushed back speculative
estimations of the dates of the 8000 PP, Vajracchedikd PP, and Samadhirajasutra,
dating the latter two to perhaps the 2nd century C.E.). It is widely held among
modern scholars, including Lancaster ("The Oldest Mahayana Sutra," p. 36),
that the two-kdya theory found in the PP sutras was a forerunner of the
Yogacara three-kdya terminology, a terminology which appears in the AA
("svdbhdvikakdya" "sambhogikakdya" "nairmdnikakdya"). It is likely, therefore, that
the PP conceptions of dharmakdya discussed above developed prior to the
period of composition of the AA (ca 4th to 5th century), although expressions
of them continued to be added to the PP sutras throughout the following
centuries.
One point should be made parenthetically. Lancaster identified one mention of the word "dharmakdya" in a passage of the 8000 PP which seems to
carry the meaning "collection of dharma texts," rather then the meanings
identified here: thusness and prajndpdramitd. Lancaster believes that this passage is part of the earliest stage of development of the 8000 PP text ("The
Oldest Mahayana Sutra," p. 36). What I am focusing on here are the meanings
of the word "dharmakdya" in the middle and late texts which became especially
important to the Yogacaras and, I believe, to the author of the AA.
20. Sutras such as the PP, Avatamsaka, Aksayamati, Sukhdvativyuha, Vimalakirtinirdeia, etc. In them, exalted tathdgatas are described presiding over pure
buddhakfetras, e.g., Sakyamuni, Aksobhya of the PP sutras, Vairocana of the
Avatamsaka, Amitabha of the Sukhdvativyuha, etc. And descriptions are given
of buddhas and bodhisattvas emanating infinite arrays of forms to teach living
beings at the times and places fitted to their needs.
21. N. Dutt, Mahayana Buddhism, pp. 136-170; Hobogrin, article: "Busshin" by P. Demieville; La Vallee Poussin, La Siddhi, pp. 762-813, "Notes sur
les Corps du Bouddha."
22. This summarizes part of the description of these two kdyas found in
Sthiramati's and Asvabhava's commentaries on MSA 9.61 and in Vasubandhu's
and Asvabhava's commentaries on Msg 10.30.
23. MAVbhdsya 4.14. DhDhV, sDe dge phi, fol. 47b4, 51b6. RGV, chapter
2, presents a ihrez-kdya theory at some length. Because its focus is so squarely
on the theory of tathdgatagarbha, it stands apart somewhat from the other
texts mentioned here. However, it relates its basic model of enlightenment,
nirmala tathata, to the theory of three kayos in much the same way that the
MSA, Msg, and their commentaries relate dharmadhdiuviiuddhi and nirmalatathatalnirvikalpajnana to the kdyas. It quotes from MSA 9, and in one portion
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of its second chapter it is clearly applying the MSA's buddhology to its theory
of tathdgatagarbha. See RGV, Johnson pp. 85—88, Takasaki, p. 41.
24. A bibliography of modern scholars' speculations on the history of
early Yogacara can be found in Nakamura, Indian Buddhism, p. 263. Summaries
are found in Ruegg, La Theorie, pp. 30-55; Davidson, "Buddhist Systems of
Transformation," pp. 14—49, 126-149. Davidson reexamines the questions of
authorship of all early Yogacara sdstras, and concludes that the authorship of
the MAV, DhDhV, and AA is still unknown. I agree.
25. Levi, MSA 9.4, p. 34.
26. Vrttibhdfya, sDe-dge mi, fols. 108a2-108b4.
27. Levi, MSA 9.79, p. 48.
28. Vrttibhdfya, sDe-dge mi, fols. 144a7-144bl.
29. Vrttibhdfya, sDe-dge mi, fols. 144a2-144b7 (commenting on MSA vss.
79-81). On full enlightenment as vimalatathatd, see MSA 9.56-59 bhdfya and
vrttibhdfya.
30. Msg 10.3 characterizes dharmakdya as dsrayaparavrtti, the complete
transformation of the basis which is full enlightenment (apratif\hita nirvana,
Msg 9.1). T h e precedent for this is Samdhinirmocanasutra, 10.1-10.2, where
the Bhagavan tells ManjusrI that the dharmakdya of the tathdgatas is to be
identified with their dsrayaparivftti (on the etymologies and general semantic
equivalence of -paravjtti and -parivrtti in classical Yogacara texts, see Davidson,
pp. 152-3). MSA 9.60 bhdsya makes the same characterization. At 9.77 the
bhdsya closely relates dharmakdya with the andsravadhdtu, a MSA model of full
enlightenment. Sthiramati's vfttibhdsya on MSA 9.60 and 66 identifies dharmakdya directly with dharmadhdtuvisuddhi, another Yogacara model of full enlightenment.
31. Davidson, pp. 199—259 separates out several different models of
dsrayaparavrtti in Yogacara. The important point here is that the Yogacara
understood its models of full enlightenment, including the three-kdya model,
in terms of dsrayaparavrtti, i.e., as the completion of a process of yogic realization, not just an an object of logical analysis.
32. Levi, MSA bhdfya, p. 45: "trividhah kayo buddhdndml svdbhdviko
dharmakdya dirayaparavrttilakfanahl sdmbhogiko yena parsanmandalesu dharmasambhogam karotil nairmdniko yena nirmdnena satvartham karotil"
33. MSA 9.60-62, bhdsya and vrtlibhasya; Msg 7.11, 10, 1, 10.3 bhasya and
upanibhandhana: RGVV ch. 2 preamble and vss. 2.38-2.61; Kdyatrayastotra;
Kdyatrayasutra-, Kdyatraydvatdrasdstra; the three kdya chapter ("sku gsum rnam
par 'byed pa") which appears in later editions of the Suvarnaprabhdsasutra.
34. This hearkens back to the PP sutras' opposition of dharmakdya to
rupdkdya which we saw earlier (the dharmakdya being what the Buddha actually
is; the rupakdya being what fools think he is). Typical in Yogacara literature
is the description of the svdbhdvikakdya as "pratydtmavedara," "known only to
himself (to the Buddha), not to others (Kdyatrayastotra vs. 1; Kdyatrayasutra
Pk 949 Vol. 37, fol. 108-3-2; RGV 2.42). MSA 9.60 describes the svdbhdvikakdya
as "subtle" (suksma), Sthiramati explaining this to mean that it is not a cognitive
object for srdvakas or pratyekabuddhas (vrttibhdsya sDe dge mi, fols. 166b5—6).
35. MSA chapter 9 may well be the first presentation of three kdyas in
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Yogacara literature. It labels the first of the three kayos ."svdbhdvikakdya" (not
"dharmakdya"), The next earliest texts to teach three kayos are probably Msg
chapter 10 (based on MSA 9), AA chapter 8, Ratnagolravibhaga chapter 2 (see
Davidson, pp. 132-144 for recent speculations on the chronology of the "Maitreya" corpus), and the Buddkabhumisutra (the four verses near the end of the
sutra on dharmadhdtuvis'uddhi. The relative dating of the MSA and Buddkabhumisutra is presently somewhat controversial, but that does not affect the argument
here). Like MSA 9, all of these texts call the first kdya "svdbhdvikakdya." Of all
the early Yogacara sastras to teach three kayos, only the Dharmadharmatdvibhdga
refers to the first as "dharmakdya." But this text mentions the three kayos only
in passing, and obviously drew the theory from other sources. It is in the
commentaries and subcommentaries to these texts, ascribed to Vasubandhu,
Asvabhava, Sthiramati, etc., that the term "dharmakdya" begins regularly replacing the term "svdbhdvikakdya" in the list of three kayos. And this becomes the
norm in later texts such as the Kdyatraydvatdrasdstra, Kdyatrayasutra, Kdyatrayaslotra, and Madhyamakdvatdra.
36. By "Large PP sutra" I mean the sUtra which Conze identified as
existing in three versions: 18,000, 25,000, and 100,000 ilokas, all of which are
largely the same in content but differ in the extent to which they repeat the
same PP formulas regarding the emptiness of all dharmas. Conze, PP Literature,
pp. 10-11. There are three reasons for identifying the 25,000 iloka version
as the basis of the AA. First, upon analysis, the &0Q0'$lokasutra does not provide
an adequate textual basis for the last three and a half chapters of the AA,
while the Large PP sutra does (this will be detailed in my forthcoming dissertation). Thus, only the Large PP could have been the textual basis for the AA
in its entirety. Secondly, as far as we know, the 25,000 PP was the first PP
sutra identified by classical Indian scholars as the AA's textual basis. And it
took more than two hundred yean before any other PP sutra was so identified
(the 8000 PP by Haribhadra). Thirdly, more commentaries associate the AA
with the 25,000-tfoAa version of the PP than any other, including the three
earliest AA commentaries.
37. Nancy R. Lethcoe, "Some Notes on the Relationship between the
Abhisamayalamkdra, the revised Pancavimsatisahdsrikd, and the Chinese translations of the unrevised Pancavimiatisahasrika" J AOS, 96.4 (1976), 499. Conze
(PP Literature, p. 36) calls the revised version of the 25,000 iloka PP sutra the
"recast version of the PancavimSati. PP" (Pk #5188 in the Tibetan canon). I
shall refer to it as the "revised 25,000 PP." It is a redaction of the 25,000 PP,
composed, 1 believe, after Arya Vimuktisena, which shows the correspondence
between the passages of the Large PP sutra and the topics of the AA. In it,
each portion of the sutra is labelled with the name of the AA section for which
that portion of the sutra was thought to be the textual basis. The reason I
think it appeared after Arya Vimuktisena will become clear in what follows.
38. I am referring here to RatnakaraSanti's S'uddhamati, Pk 5199,281-5-2
ff. and Sdratama, Pk 5200, 92-4-4 ff., (Jaini's Sanskrit edition, p. 172); Abhayakaragupta's Marmakaumudi, Pk 5202, 198-5-6 ff. and Munimatalarakdra, Pk
5299, 232-1-3 ff.; Bu ston's Lung gi snye ma, vol. 2, p. 204 ff.; gYag ston's Rin
po che'i phreng ba bio gsal mgul rgyan, vol. 4, p. 382 ff.; Tsong kha pa's Legs
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bshad gser phreng, vol. 2, 465—4 ff.; rGyal tshab's rNam bshad snying po'i rgyan,
p. 549 ff., Sera rje btsun chos kyi rgyal mtshan's Chos sku spyi don, 14b3 to 15b7.
39. This passage is numbered VIII. 1, VIII.2, and VIII.3 in Conze, Large
Sutra, pp. 653—4 and Mahd-Prajndpdramitd Sutra, fols. P523a8-P523b5. Where
Conze translates "andsrava" as "without outflows," I have substituted "undefiled" in order to keep the terminology of this paper consistent.
40. The titles: "svdbhdvikah kdyah," "sdmbhogikah kdyah" and "nairmdnikah
kdyah" appear in the revised 25,000 PP as the titles of their respective passages
(Conze, Mahd-Prajndpdramitd Sutra, fols. P523a8-523b5). Ratnakarasanti and
Abhayakaragupta quoted these passages as the PP textual basis for AA 8, and
as evidence that the AA teaches three buddha kdyas (Sdrattamd, Jaini, ed.,
p. 172; Marmakaumudi, Pk 5202, 198-5-6-199-1-1). T h e title "jndndtmako
dharmakdyah" labels the portion of the passage which Tibetan scholars believed
Haribhadra took as the textual basis for his description of the second buddha
kdya (the kdya which consists of the collection of buddha's gnoses, "jndndtmako
dharmakdyah"). Haribhadra in his Aloha (Wogihara, pp. 914—916) and Spu^drtha
(Amano, pp. 262-271) delineated the jndndtmako dharmakdyah, and Tibetan
scholars identified Haribhadra's PP basis for it as it is labelled in the passage
above (Bu ston's Lung gi snye ma, Vol. 2, p. 206; rGyal tshab's rNam bshad
snying po'i rgyan, p. 551; Sera rje tsun pa's Chos sku phyi don, fol. 15a5). I have
put the title "jndndtmako dharmakdyah" in brackets because it does not actually
appear in the revised 25,000 PP, while the names of the other three kdyas do.
41. E. Obermiller's groundbreaking study of the AA analyzed the AA by
referring to Haribhadra's AA - Aloha and AA - Sputdrthd and by relying heavily
on several major Tibetan AA commentaries (Analysis of the Abhisamaydlamkdra,
1933, pp. vii-viii). His report that AA 8 taught four buddhakdyas was based on
these sources. But the Tibetan commentators upon whom he relied (Bu ston,
Tsong kha pa, rGyal tshab, 'Jam dbyang bshad pa) all identified revised 25,000
PP passages VIII.1-VIII.3 (quoted above) as the sutra basis for AA 8's buddhahdya teaching (see note 38). A number of influential scholars since Obermiller
have followed his lead, based on similar sources, reporting simply that AA 8
teaches four kdyas (see note 3). In order to arrive at a proper interpretation
of AA 8, it is important first to identify its actual textual basis in the PP sutra,
and then to see if this can shed light on its teaching of the buddhakdyas. This
is what I will attempt to do in what follows. Because no modern scholar has
yet done this, there has been a tendency to repeat what scholars such as
Obermiller have said without realizing that the Tibetan sources upon which
he relied had misidentified the PP sutra basis of AA 8, and that this has a
bearing on the interpretation of AA 8.
42. Lethcoe, op. cit., pp. 499-504.
43. For a description of extant PPsutras, see Conze, PP Literature, 31-74.
The revised 25,000 PP is extant in 18th and 19th century Nepalese Sanskrit
manuscripts and in the Tibetan canon (Pk 5188). Although included among
idstras in the bsTan 'gyur of the Tibetan canon, I am treating it here not as
a sdstra but as a sutra. There are several reasons for this. Nancy Lethcoe, using
Chinese translations of the 25,000 PP sutra, has charted the development of
this sutra over a period of several centuries and has clearly shown that its
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revised version, extant only in Sanskrit and Tibetan, lies within that continuum
of development. It is a late version of the 25,000 PP sutra, revised by the
insertion of AA topic names, and less obviously, by occasional transpositions,
additions and deletions which bring the sutra more closely into line with the
AA (Lethcoe, op. cit. note 37). It gives the appearance of being just the 25,000
PP sutra itself, distinguished only by its having the names of the AA topics
inserted into it after the corresponding sutra passages. The passages are the
usual dialogues between the Bhagavan, Subhuti, Sariputra, etc., without any
intervening exegesis or commentary whatsoever. At some point Indian commentators on the AA began quoting this revised version of the 25,000 PP
when giving the sutra basis for the AA. Ratnakarasanti and Abhayakaragupta
quoted revised 25,000 PP passages VIII. 1-VIII.3 as a sutra basis for AA 8 (see
note 37). It may be that by the time of Ratnakarasanti (c. 1000 C.E.), and
perhaps somewhat earlier, Indian scholars found the revised 25,000 PP the
most convenient version of the sutra to use when commenting on the AA,
since only this version of the PP had its passages marked with the AA topic
names for ready reference. The Tibetan commentators then followed them
in this. When Indian and Tibetan scholars quoted the revised 25,000 PP
(passages VIII. 1—VIII.3), they referred to it as "mahdti bhagavatl," or "sutre"
( l i b . "mdo las"), which means they were treating it as a sutra, not as a sdstra
(see note 38).
Since later Indian and Tibetan scholars quoted the revised 25,000 PP
as sutra, why was it put into the bsTan 'gyur section of the Tibetan Tripifaka
(the collection of sdstras, commentaries) rather than the bKa' 'gyur section (the
collection of sutras)? We can only surmise, but it would appear that because
the topic names of the AA had been inserted into the sutra, it could not be
considered simply the Buddha's word. After all, words of sdstra (the AA), even
if only topic titles, are not the word of the Buddha. Furthermore, in the
Tibetan translation of the revised 25,000 PP, Haribhadra is identified as the
compiler. Sutras are not supposed to have a compiler apart from the Buddha
and those in dialogue with him. Some such considerations probably required
that, for classification purposes, the revised 25,000 PP not be put into the
bKa' 'gyur.
44. AA - vrlii, Pk 5185, Vol. 88, pp. 92-100. At 92-4-6 ff. Arya Vimuktisena identifies the three kdyas as the first three topics of AA 8. At 98-4-7 and
98-5-1 to 98-5-3, he explicitly identifies the fourth topic of AA as "sprul pa'i
sku'iphrin las," "the activity of the nairmdnikakdya."
45. Only the first chapter of Arya Vimuktisena's commentary is available
to me in Sanskrit (Pensa's critical edition of the AA - vftti), but it can be used
to find the correlative Tibetan terms in the Tibetan translation of the rest of
the commentary (Pk 5185): "zhes gang gsungs pa yin no" "zkes bya ba la sogs pa
gang gsungs pa yin no" "ji skad du," "mdo las," and "zhes bya ba."
For 51 of the 66 topics comprising the AA's first seven chapters, Arya
Vimuktisena makes clear that he is quoting sutra directly, rather than paraphrasing, because he uses the vocative forms of the names of one or more
characters from the sutra ("Bhagavan," "Subhute," "Sariputra," etc.). But even
in the other 15 cases, he explicitly indicates he is either quoting or paraphrasing
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by always using one or more of the Sanskrit markers mentioned above. It is
only when we come to the first two topics of AA 8 that no such Sanskrit
markers appear. He suddenly stops quoting or paraphrasing sutra and just
presents his own explanations.
46. Pk 5185, p. 98-4-6 to 98-4-7; sDe dge ka, fol. 205b2-3. The Tibetan
reads: 'di gnyis kyi bshad pa ni sprul pa'i sku'i phrin las ston pa'i mdo las jig rten
las 'das pa'i chos kyi sbyin pa'i bsdu ba'i dngos po nyid kyis ston par 'gyur te des na
dang po ma gsungs so.
47. Arya Vimuktisena identifies the PP textual basis for all of AA 8 to
be the portions of the Large PP sutra which Conze numbers "VIII 4" and
"VIII 5" (Conze, Large Sutra, pp. 573-643; Maha-Prajndpdramitd Sutra, fols.
P523b6 to P594al). These portions are indeed found in all versions of the
Large PP sutra extant in Chinese, Sanskrit, and Tibetan.
48. Relevant portions of Arya Vimuktisena's own introductory remarks
on each of the three kdyas in his AA « vrtti are as follows:
svabhavikakaya (commenting on AA 8 vss. 1-6): chos kyi dbyings dang
Idan par gyur ba zag pa med pa'i chos thams cad kyi rnam pa thams cad du rnam par
dag pa'i rang bzhin te ngo bo nyid gang yin pa de ni bcos ma ma yin pa'i don gyis
na bcom Idan 'das kyi ngo bo nyid kyi sku yin par shes par byastel . . . gang dag gis
rnam pa thams cad du shin tu rnam par dag pa'i ngo bo nyid chos kyi skur 'gyur ba
zag pa med pa'i chos de mams kyang gang zhig yin zhe na/ byang chub phyogs mthun
tshad med dang/ rnam par thar dang mthar gyis nil. . . etc. (quoting AA 8 vss. 2-6
listing the buddhadharmas), Pk 5185, fols. 92-4-8 ff.
simbbogikakiya
(commenting on AA 8 vs 12): sku des sangs rgyas bcom
Idan 'das byang chub sems dpa' chen po sa chen po la thugs pa rnams dang thabs cig
tu ka na ma tho ba med pa theg pa chen po'i chos kyi longs spyod kyi dga' ba dang
bde ba so sor myong bar mdzad pa yin no I, Pk 5185, fols. 96-2-6 ff.
nairmapiJcaJcaya (commenting on AA 8 vss. 33-34a): 'bras bu'i gnas skabs
rnam pa thams cad legs par yongs su rdzogs pa'i chos kyi sku thob pa ni 'khor ba ji
srid par phyogs bcu'i 'jig rten gyi khams rnams su sprul ba rnams kyis Ihun gyis grub
ching rgyun mi 'chad par sems can gyi don sna tshogs pa 'jug par byed pa'i sgo nas
gnas yongs su gyur ba 'i phrin las kyi dbangdu mdzad do/, Pk 5185, fols. 98-5-1 ff.
T h e revised 25,000 PP passages VIII.1-VIIL5 read as follows (I quote
the Tibetan for comparison to Arya Vimuktisena's passages above): VIII.1svabhavikakaya: rab 'byor gzhan yang zag pa med pa'i chos rmi lam Ita bu dngos
po dang mi Idan pa dngos po med pa 'i rang bzhin can rang gis mtshan nyid kyis stong
pa rnam pa thams cad yongs su dag par 'gyur ba de dag thams cad kyi rang bzhin
gang yin pa mtshan nyid gcig po 'di Ita stel mtshan nyid med pa de ni de bzhin gshegs
pa dgra bcom pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas yin par rig par bya stel rab
'byor byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po de liar shes rab kyi pha rol tu phin pa
la bslab par bya'ol /rab 'byor gyis gsol ba/ bcom Idan 'das zag pa med pa'i chos thams
cad kyang gang dag lags/ bcom Idan 'das kyis bka' stsal ba/ byang chub kyi phogs kyi
chos sum cu rtsa bdun dang/ tshad med pa bzhi dang/. . . etc. (listing all the buddhadharmas)/ rab 'byor 'di ni zag pa med pa'i chos thams cad ces bya'ol /rab 'byor de Itar
byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa 'di la bslab
par bya'o zhes bya ba ni ngo bo nyid kyi sku yin noil, Pk 5188, fols. 3-4-1 ff. This
passage of the sutra appears to have been written based on Arya Vimuktisena's
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remarks on AA 8 vss. 1-6 above, while also making use of the terminology of
PP section VIII.4 which immediately follows interpolated passages VIII.1VIII.3 (PP VIII.4: . . . chos thams cad rmi lam Ua bu dngos po ma mchis pa dngo
bo ma mchis pa'i ngo bo nyid rang gi mtshan nyid kyis stong pa rnams la 'di dag ni
. . . etc., fols. 4 - 1 - 1 ff.). Note that Arya Vimuktisena raises a hypothetical
question in his comments on svdbhdvikakdya: "gang dag gis rnam pa thams cad
du shin tu rnam par dag pa'i ngo bo nyid chos kyi skur 'gyur ba zag pa med pa'i chos
de rnams kyang gang zhigyin the nal." "What are those undefiled dharmas whose
completely purified nature is the dharmakdya?" As the answer to this he quotes
AA vs. 2-6. T h e author of PP VIII.1 puts Arya Vimuktisena's hypothetical
question into the mouth of Subhuti. If Arya Vimuktisena had been quoting
PP VIII.I, rather than the other way around, he would have indicated so with
appropriate quotation markers, and by putting the names "Bhagavan" and
"Subhuti" in the vocative, as he had done in similar cases throughout his
commentary. To my knowledge, Arya Vimuktisena never raises a question as
a hypothetical when it was actually raised by a character in the sutra. In such
cases he always quotes the character in the sutra asking the question.
Vll\.2-sambhogikakaya:
mbk 'byor gzhan yangshes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin
pa 'di la bslabs shing chos de dag thams cad thob nas bla na med pa yang dag par
rdzogs pa'i byang chub tu mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas tel thams cad tu thams
cad rnam pa thams cad nas thams cad du de bzhin gshegs pa dgra bcom pa yang dag
par rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas rnams kyi sku skyes bu chen po'i mtshan sum cu rtsha gnyis
kyis brgyan pal dpe byad bzang bo rgyad cus brgyan pal byang chub sems dpa' sems
dpa' chen po rnams la theg pa chen po mchog gi chos kyi longs spyod bla na med pa
la dga'ba dang/ bde ba dangl tshim pa dangl rab tu dga' ba ston par mdzad par 'gyur
ro zhesl rab 'byor de Itar byang chub sems (dpa sems dpa' chen po shes rab kyi pha rol
tu phyin pa la bslab par bya'o zhes bya ba ni longs spyod rdzogs pa'i sku yin noil)
Pk 5188,fols. 3-5-2 ff. There is no passage like this anywhere else in the PP
sutras. It is clearly modelled on Arya Vimuktisena's remarks.
PP VIII.S-nairmayikakaya rab 'byor gzhan yang shes rab kyi pha rol tu
phyin pa la sob pa na chos de dag thams cad rtogs par byas nas bla na med pa yang
dag par rdzogs pa'i byang chub tu mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas nas phyogs bcu'i
'jig rten gyi khams dpag tu med mtha' med par dus thams cad du de bzhin gshegs pa
dgra bcom pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas kyi sku (sDe dge: "sku'i") sprul
pa sna tshogs kyi sphrin gyi (sDe dge: "gyis") sems can thams cad gyi don mdzad pa
de Itar rab 'byor byang chub sems dpa' sems dpa' chen po shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin
pa la bslab par bya'o zhes bya ba ni sprul pa'i sku yin noil Pk 5811, fols. 3-5-6 ff.
Again, this is clearly based on Arya Vimuktisena's remarks. Arya Vimuktisena
quotes the PP textual basis for nairmdnikakdya after making his own comments
on the subject; and that textual basis is PP VIII.4. He had never heard of P P
VIII.3.
49. Arya Vimuktisena's identification of PP VIII.4 and VIII.5 as the
textual bases for AA chapter 8 is reasonable. These passages are found in all
extant recensions and translations of the Large PP Sutra in Sanskrit, Chinese
and Tibetan. They are found in the Gilgit manuscript of the 18,000 PP which
is dated to 5th or 6th century C.E., and in Moksala's Chinese translation of
the 25,000 PP, dated 291 C.E. So there is no reason to doubt that they were
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part of the Large PP Sutra at the time that the AA was composed, c. 4th-5th
century C.E. Within the Large PP, passages VIII.4-VIII.5 comprise the last
part of the sutra, and immediately follow the passages identified by Arya
Vimuktisena and later commentators as the textual bases for AA chapter 7.
The likelihood is that the author of the AA did indeed base his chapter 8 on
them.
50. Conze, Large Sutra, Motilal edition, pp. 576-643, especially pp. 578587. Conze, Mahd-prajndpdramitd sutra, VIII 4-VIII 5. Pk 731, pp. 137-2-4
to 187-3-3, especially pp. 139-1-1 to 145-5-5.
51. Conze, Large Sutra, Motilal edition, p. 578.
52. Dutt, Conze and Lethcoe have all noted that the revised 25,000 PP
sutra is a recast version of the 25,000 PP sutra, the section headings of the AA
having been inserted into the corresponding sections of the sutra. In addition,
Conze and Lethcoe noted that the sutra in its revised edition was altered in
certain places (by additions and transpositions) to bring it more closely into
line with the AA (Nalinaksha Dutt, ed., The Pancavirniatisdhasrika Prajndpdramitd, Edited with Critical Notes and Introduction, [London: Luzac & Co.,
1934] pp. v-xiii. Conze, The Prajndpdramitd Literature, pp. 37-39. Lethcoe,
"Some Notes," pp. 500 ff.). With specific reference to revised 25,000 PP passages VIII.1-VIII.3, Conze, noting that these passages are missing in the Gilgit
Manuscript of the 18,000 PP, believed they were later additions to the PP
sutra (Conze, The Gilgit Manuscript of the As0doJasa%isrikdprajMpdramitd-sutra,
p. xvii). Elsewhere, however, based on the report of Taranatha, Conze surmised
that the revised 25,000 PP belonged to the 5th century, and that Arya Vimuktisena consulted the revised PP before writing his own commentary on the
AA (PPLiterature, p. 37). Lethcoe found that revised PP passages VIII.I-VHI.3
were missing in all Chinese translations of the 25,000 PP (Lethcoe, p. 504).
No scholar, up to the present time, has noticed the evidence of Arya Vimuktisena's commentary, which proves that PP passages VIII.I-VHI.3 were added
after Arya Vimuktisena (and were composed taking his remarks as basis). Nor
has anyone noticed the implications of this for the interpretation of AA 8.
The revised 25,000 PP Sanskrit manuscripts do not identify its compiler.
The Tohoku index of the bsTan 'gyur identifies Haribhadra as the compiler,
and in the final lines of the Tibetan translation, the compiler does clearly
identify himself as "Seng ge bzang po," Tibetan for "Haribhadra" (Pk 5188,
fols. 61-3-1 to 61-3-2). Conze's surmise that the revised 25,000 PP predated
Arya Vimuktisena (early 6th century) cast its attribution to Haribhadra (late
8th century) into doubt. The proof presented here that passages VIII.-VIII.3
post-date Arya Vimuktisena may indicate that the entire text post-dates him,
thereby lending some further support for its attribution to Haribhadra.
Dutt, noting that the indexes to the Tibetan bsTan 'gyur give Haribhadra
as the compiler, tentatively identified him as the author (referring to him as
"Simhabhadra," a mistaken restoration of the Tibetan "Stfhg ge bzang po").
However, he was very tentative about it, because, he claimed, Haribhadra
nowhere identified himself in the revised PP as its compiler (Dutt, ed. The
Pancavirniatisdhasrika Prajndpdramitd, p. viii). However, as noted above,
Haribhadra does identify himself as the compiler at the very end of the text
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as it has come down to us in its Tibetan translation.
53. At this point I would refer the reader back to the second section of
this paper where AA 8 v&s. 1-6 were quoted and translated.
54. Pk 5185, fols. 92-4-6-100-3-7. Arya Vimuktisena is dated to the
early 6th century C.E. (Ruegg, Literature of Madhyamaka, p. 87).
55. As far as we know, Haribhadra (late 8th century C.E.) was the first
to revise this interpretation by newly proposing that the AA taught not three
but four kayos.
56. In a future paper, I will examine AA chapter 8's place within the
structure of the AA as a whole. Special attention will be paid to the /Li's table
of contents and concluding verses. Certain idiomatic Sanskrit word constructions will be analyzed and compared to similar constructions found in other
(Vogacara) texts. This sort of philological and comparative textual analysis will
support the theory formulated in this paper, by providing further evidence
that the AA teaches three (and not four) buddhakdyas.
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